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Negative to Solar Power Plant
I understand that things progress and green is the way to be more and more in this generation. However, whether the
solar power plant is built here or somewhere else it is going to affect those that it surrounds. Finding an area that is
clear of peoples homes would be better. There are many reason to not build in this location: the farming land is
already being taken and being built on enough, leave the farm land as farm land to be farmed not to house solar
panels, why would anyone who has lived in this area (prob for many years now) want to view a solar power plant or
solar power panels? Most of us have moved to this area to be away from such things and over abundance of people.
What will this do for taxes and home values? Will our electric bill be increased by AEP to fund this project? I read
the noise and disturbance applications saying that it will not be much, however, there will be more noise than there
is now, whether it be from people, more tourist, the plant itself, more motor vehicles or UTV's. There has been
trucks, cars, people and surveyors for months now out and about with no notice to most of us. I have had to call
Teracon and find out why my fathers home was being photographed. They are noting historical data, make that note-
historical data, this means it should not be disturbed or changed. The roads around this area are small and not fixed
on a regular basis, with traffic increasing and construction equipment traveling them who will be fixing the roads,
will tax payers be funding that as well? Or will the roads be left unfixed? There are many reasons why this should
not happen in this area. When a solar panel gets destroyed by a wild animal or storms, who is going to be paying to
fix that, tax payers? Who is this project really benefiting? I can say now that my father has never wanted to sell his
home and land and now that this project is coming in he defiantly cannot if a potential buyer knew of the potential to
look out there front door at solar panels. Big Negative. It may seem like a tiny problem to the people who are
pushing for this project, but to those who it involves and affects it is a huge issue. A location was picked where there
are few homes yes, however, those people purchased those homes for that reason. Alot of the local community on
Hess/Rosselott do not even know of this project, that is the sad part.
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